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Abstract  
 

The recent advancement in data mining technology to ana-

lyze vast amount of data has played an important role in 

several areas of Business processing. Data mining also opens 

new threats to privacy and information security if not done 

or used properly. The main problem is that to hide sensitive 

information, including personal information, fact or even 

patterns which are generated by any algorithm of data min-

ing from the others. In order to focusing on privacy preserv-

ing association rule mining, the simplistic solution to address 
the problem of privacy is presented. To overcome these 

problems, we propose a algorithm named improved Privacy 

Preserving Algorithm using Association Rule Mining which 

is based on the random Perturbation technique which is best 

in efficiency and performance. This method is suitable to the 

any type of data. Our algorithm is a good way to apply data 

mining techniques with security that hides our logical in-

stances from others. 

 

Keywords— Data Mining, Association Rule Mining, Privacy 

Preserving. 

 

Introduction 
 

The association rule mining has received a great deal of 

attention. It is still one of most popular pattern discovery 

methods in the field of data mining. Various proposals and 

algorithms have been designed for it in recent years. Simul-

taneity, Data mining algorithms are analyzed for the side-

effects which incur in data privacy. Thus, several privacy-
preserving techniques for association rule mining have also 

been proposed in the past few years. Various proposed algo-

rithms have been developed for centralized data, while oth-

ers refer to a distributed data scenario. Distributed data sce-

narios can also be classified as horizontal data distribution 

and vertical data distribution. Data mining technology can 

analyze massive data. Although it plays vital role in many 

domains, if it is used improperly it can also cause some new 

problem of information security. There are some new prob-

lems in the application of data mining recently. By studying 

deep in some special algorithms with association rule min-

ing, some techniques also can be applied to other data min-

ing computations, such as decision tree inducers, association 

rule mining algorithms, clustering algorithms, rough sets and 
Bayesian networks etc. 

 

Fast increasing of a series of digitized data causes people 

of the world attend the privacy problem of information more 

and more. Because the data mining technology of traditional 

centralized database must collect all the data together to 

process, it will cause the individual information abused or 

misused easily. Therefore more and more people will not to 

provide individual privacy data and suspect the using of data 

mining. Some people mine the privacy information pattern 

of the database owner from the original data. It has harmed 
the database owner's benefit. In order to solve the privacy 

preserving problem of association rule in centralized data-

base, before publishing database we should hide the privacy 

or the sensitive information pattern of the database owner 

including the sensitive association rule information. Usually 

we use disturbing data method to change the data of original 

database to hide association rule. But the data disturbance 

may generate some information pattern that is not existed at 

all or reduce the accuracy of the original database. Before 

executing the privacy preserving algorithm, we should ana-

lyze the information pattern of association rule and the data 

structure of the database and find the preferred plan to keep 
the balance between the accuracy of database information 

and the privacy of sensitive information. However, data min-

ing also brings some problems. For example, credit card 

centres may intentionally or unconsciously make sensitive 

information of clients leak while mining relating information 

of clients. With the Internet popularity, because more and 

more information can be obtained in electronic form, that 

people have their own privacy confidential is becoming in-

creasingly urgent. We provide here an overview of privacy 

preserving association rule mining. The rest of this paper is 

arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces Association rule 
mining strategies; Section 3 describes about Privacy Preserv-

ing Algorithm; Section 4 shows the evolution and recent 

scenario; Section 5 describes the proposed method. Section 6 

describes conclusion and prospect.   
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Association Rule Mining 
 

The association rule mining can be conceptualized as fol-
lows [4]: Let I= {i1,i2,…,im} be the set of all items. Let D, 

the task-relevant data, be a set of database transactions 

where each transaction T is a set of items such that T is sub-

set of I. Each transaction is associated with an identifier, 

called TID. Let X be a set of items. A transaction is said to 

contain X if and only if X is subset of T. An association rule 

is an implication of the form X is subset of Y, where X is 

subset of T, Y is subset of T, X∩Y=NULL. The support 

count of an itemset is the number of transactions containing 

the itemset. An itemset is frequent if its support count is not 

less than the minimum support count.Rules with the support 

more than a minimum support threshold (smin) and the con-
fidence more than a minimum confidence threshold (cmin) 

are called strong. Association rule mining is a two-step 

process: (1) Finding all frequent itemsets; (2) Generating 

strong association rules from the frequent itemsets. 

The purpose of privacy preserving is to discover accurate 

patterns without precise access to the original data. The al-

gorithm of association rule mining is to mine the association 

rule based on the given minimal support and minimal confi-

dence. Therefore, the most direct method to hide association 

rule is to reduce the support or confidence of the association 

rule below the minimal support of minimal confidence. With 
regard to association rule mining, the proposed methodology 

that is effective at hiding sensitive rules is implemented 

mainly by depressing the support and confidence. The exist-

ing three algorithms, D_CONF1, D_CONF2 and D_SUPP, 

which are to hide the sensitive association rule all by reduc-

ing the support or confidence. 

 

Privacy Preserving Algorithm 
 

A lot of implementations of the confidentiality of data and 

knowledge are applied in association rule mining process. 

According to privacy protection technologies, at present, 

privacy preserving association rule mining algorithm com-

monly can be divided into three categories : a) Heuristic 

based techniques b) Reconstruction based approaches c) 

Cryptography based approaches Heuristic-based techniques 

are to resolve how to select the appropriate data sets for data 

modification. Heuristics can be used to address the complex-

ity issues. The methods of Heuristic-based modification in-

clude perturbation, which is accomplished by the alteration 
of an attribute value by a new value (i.e., changing a 1-value 

to a 0-value, or adding noise), and blocking, which is the 

replacement of an existing attribute value with a ―?‖. There 

is a basic principle of choosing the transaction or the item of 

itemset to be modified that we should reduce the influence 

of the original database as far as possible. Those related 

works are given below. 

A. Data Perturbation-Based Association 

Rule 
 

Source database, R be a set of significant association rules 

that can be mined from D, and let Rh be a set of rules in R. 

How can we transform database D into a database D', the 

released database, so that all rules in R can still be mined 
from D', except for the rules in Rh. The heuristic proposed 

for the modification of the data was based on data perturba-

tion, and in particular the procedure was to change a selected 

set of 1- values to 0-values, so that the support of sensitive 

rules is lowered in such a way that the utility of the released 

database is kept to some maximum value. Therefore, the key 

question of this algorithm is how to put D into D' with the 

use of heuristic thought. 

 

Recommended font sizes are shown in Table 1. 

 

B. Data Blocking-Based Association Rule 
 

The approach of blocking is implemented by reducing the 

degree of support and confidence of the sensitive association 

rules. That is by replacing certain attributes of some data 

items with a question mark or a true value. In this regard, the 

minimum support and minimum confidence will be altered 

into a minimum support interval and a minimum confidence 

interval correspondingly. As long as the support and/or the 

confidence of a sensitive rule lie below the middle in these 

two ranges of values, then we expect that the confidentiality 

of data is not violated. 

 

We should choose the algorithm according to the different 
situation that can reduce the influence for the original data-

base as far as possible. D_CONF1 algorithm will increase 

one transaction item when it circulates one time. Usually 

there are much data and many association rules while it 

processing the problem of privacy preserving. Frequent us-

ing of D_CONF1 algorithm will increase the quantity of data 

and generate some association rules that do not exist. It has 

influenced the accuracy of database. If there are some im-

portant items that cannot be modified or deleted, D_CONF1 

algorithm is suitable for this situation. The front parts of 

D_CONF2 and D_SUPP are same. D_CONF2 algorithm can 
only select sacrifice item in back-end itemset and D_SUPP 

algorithm can select sacrifice item in whole generated item-

set. So if the influence for the original database of selecting 

sacrifice item in front-end is smallest we can choose 

D_CONF2 algorithm. If the influence for the original data-

base of selecting sacrifice item in back-end is smaller, we 
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can choose algorithm through comparing the efficiency, the 

quantity and importance of selected sacrifice item and sup-

port of D_CONF2 and D_SUPP algorithm. We should ana-

lyze the transaction set of the original database and the sen-

sitive association rule set to be hidden and find the relation 

of them. 
 

So we could select the sensitive transaction and sacrifice   

item more efficient. The modified data will be fewer and the 

influence for the original database will be smaller. 

 

Evolution and Recent Scenario 
 

In [1] proposed a new algorithm for balance privacy pre-

serving and knowledge discovery in association rule mining. 
The solution is to implement a filter after the mining phase 

to weed out or hide the restricted discovered association 

rules. Before implementing the algorithms, the data structure 

of database and sensitive association rule mining set have 

been analyzed to build the more effective model. In [3] pro-

posed a privacy preserving association rule mining into three 

categories: heuristic-based techniques, reconstruction-based 

techniques, cryptography-based techniques. Finally, they 

conclude further research directions of privacy preserving 

algorithms of association rule mining by analyzing the exist-

ing work. 
 

In [4] proposed the algorithm which is designed to solve 

the shortage of low privacy protection of the geometric 

transform algorithm. The algorithm first gives four parame-

ters, corresponding to the probability of four different types 

of geometric transformations. According to the various ran-

dom number generated, different geometric transformation 

method is selected, which serves the dual effect of privacy 

protection.  In [5] proposed a framework involves several 

components designed to anonymize data while preserving 

meaningful or actionable patterns that can be discovered 

after mining. In contrast with existing works for traditional 
data-mining, this framework integrates domain ontology 

knowledge during DGH creation to retain value meanings 

after anonymization. In [6] proposed an algorithm provides 

privacy and security against involving parties and other par-

ties (adversaries) who can reveal information by reading 

unsecured channel between involving parties. 

 

In [7] proposed a privacy preserving association rule min-

ing algorithm based on SRRCR is presented, which can 

achieve significant improvements in terms of privacy and 

efficiency. Finally, they present experimental results that 
validate the algorithms by applying it on real datasets. 

 

Proposed Work 

 

In this section, we describe the proposed method. We pro-

pose a algorithm named improved Privacy Preserving Min-

ing. The entire system architecture consists of five phases: 1) 

Check for Authentication. 2) Encoded the data by using the 

random Perturbation technique 3) On the basis of decryption 
key we read the transaction 4) Perform Pruning 5) On the 

basis of decryption key we generate association rules Our 

algorithm is a good way to apply data mining techniques 

with security that hides our logical instances from others. 

Our algorithm shows good performance in different operat-

ing environment. 

 

Algorithm: IPPM (Improved Privacy Preserving Mining) 

Input: 

A. Set of rules to hide the data values 

B. The source database 

C. A Key for visualizing the authentication. 
Output: 

D. The database (DB) transformed so that the set of rules 

are properly applied and produce the result with security. 

 

IPPM(R, DB, Key) 

Begin 

1. Check the Authentication 

a. Enter uid & pwd 

b. If ( uid == udb && password == pdb) 

{ 

c.  Welcome in the database 
SIPM (DB) 

    User(entry) 

{ 

      Log(id) 

} 

} 

d.   Else 

{ 

        Not an authorized user 

} 

Exit (0) 
2.   IPPM (DB) 

      a. While (object. read ()! =-1) 

{ 

    [Start Reading] 

    [Generate Tokens] 

   TK1, Tk2…..Tkn 

   [Token is generated according to the 

    alphabet entered] 

If(,) 

    { 

      TK1, Tk2………Tkn 

    } 
   Else 
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   { 

    [Enter the character] 

     String a=Object.nextLine(); 

     STK1, STk2……STkn 

         } 

} 
b.      [compute the occurrences] 

For i=1 to n iterations do 

{ 

Itemset[i]=count; 

Count++; 

} 

c.      [Enter the minimum support] 

Check for authentication again 

Enter the min-sup key 

If(min-sup==msdb) 

{ 

Prune (db, key) 
} 

Else 

{ 

[Enter the value again] 

} 

3.     Prune (db, key) 

 a.  enter the min-sup 

For i=1 to n do 

If(count[i]>min-sup) 

List=itemset[i]; 

Else 
Remove from the list 

4.     Add the final result 

Finish 

 

Following example illustrates proposed privacy preserving 

mining algorithm. A sample transaction database D is shown 

in Table1. TID shows unique transaction number. Binary 

valued item shows whether an item is present or absent in 

that transaction. Suppose MST and MCT are selected 3 and 

75% respectively. Table 2 shows frequent itemsets satisfying 

MST, generated from sample database D Table 1. Sample 
Transaction Database D. 

 

Table 1 

Sample Transactions Database D 

 
In following, the possible number of association rules sa-

tisfying MST and MCT, generated by Apriori algorithm [2]: 

2⇒1, 1⇒4, 4⇒1, 2⇒4, 3⇒4, 4⇒3, 5⇒3, 5⇒4, 12⇒4, 24⇒1, 

13⇒4, 35⇒4, 45⇒3, 5⇒43. Suppose the rules 2⇒1, 2⇒4 

and 3⇒4 specified as sensitive and should be hidden in sani-

tized database. 

 

Table 2 
Frequent itemsets with support count. 

 
 

Result 
 

 

Figure 1 Item Associate V/s Occurrence 

 

In this graph we can check the combination of item selling 

through its occurrence and maintain our stock 
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Figure 2 Itemset V/s Occurrence 

In this graph we can check the single item selling through 

its occurrence and maintain our stock 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Memory Based graph 
 

 
 

Figure 4 Time Based graph 
 

Figure 3 and 4 shows that our algorithm takes less memo-

ry and less time because its work on post while Spade work 

on pre and post both. 
 

 
 

Figure 5 Comparison of Spade algorithm and IPPM algorithm at 
security point of view 

The above graph shows that there is very less security in 

spade. But in our approach we apply three type of security: 

1.  Authentication 

2.  Session Key 

3.  Random perturbation ( hide data at three levelstransac-

tion, frequent item , association rule ) 

 

Conclusion and future work 
 

The work presents in here, which indicates the ever in-

creasing interest of researchers in the area of securing sensi-

tive data and knowledge from malicious users. We propose a 

algorithm named Improved Privacy Preserving Mining 

(IPPM). The entire system architecture consists of five phas-

es: 1) Check for Authentication. 2) Encoded the data by us-

ing random perturbation technique 3) On the basis of de-

cryption key we read the transaction 4) Perform Pruning. 5) 

On the basis of decryption key we generate association rules. 

Our algorithm is a good way to apply data mining tech-
niques with security that hides our logical instances from 

others. At present we are using the Perturbation technique 

for data encryption. In future we can use the SHA algorithm 

for encryption and also include the simulation result for 

showing the efficiency and performance. 
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